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1. Introduction 
In this country, research has IJeen dealt since years 'with matrix equations 
of har structures, to apply them for the case of great displacements and for the 
stability analysis of the complete structure [1, 2, 3,4]. Based on, and joining 
previous results, in this paper the generalized eigenvalue problem of the 
stability analysis of systems with finite numbers of freedom will be discussed. 
The structure mav consist either of hars or other models of finite elements. 
Its material is supposed to he ideally elastic. Displacements are generally 
large, that is, not infinitesimal. Response5 are due to loads, displacements 
(initial strains e.g. change of temperature) or their comhination. 
The processus necds iterated application of equations of the second-
order thcory, hence the second-onlCl' theory "hould he discussed first. 
2. The second-order theory; equati.ons and solutions 
Refercnces discuss the ;:ccond-orcler theory in detail, so it i;: mcrely 
outlincd for sake of understanding. 
Some lIlodifieations have been made in the discussion method of our 
referenees, as necessitated by the present problem. 
A structure previously suhjected to stresses has been investigated. 
Their vector is s. 
If the load on the structure change;: hy vector ilq and its thermal strain 
system hy vector Jt, the change of state is expressed by the equilihrium 
equation 
DJu Jq o (1) 
and the compatibility equation 
Gilu ~ F ils ~ Lit o (2) 
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where Llu and LIs are changes of the nodal displacement vector and of the 
characteristic stress vector, respectively. 
In the first equation G*Lls is the equilihrium force produced hy the 
change of internal forces with respect to the original network, DLlu heing due 
to the stresses already developed, hecause of the change of network. 
Measure of this latter cffect is the second-order stiffness matrix 
or 
in terms of the three-index tensor 
its svmhol 
(3) 
The elements of ~ can he approximated hy taking into account the square 
expressions of elongation, hased on energy aEpect;;:, according to the principles 
of the finite element method [5]. 
The changes of state of the structure characterized hy vectors Llu and LIs 
can he calculated eithcr hy the force method or hy the displacemcnt method 
using Eqs (1) and (2). 
Superposition being justified, the vcctors take the form: 
(4) 
3. The two-parameter problem of the stahility analysis 
In case of great displacements the stahility analysis can he carried out 
by itcration. Namely the prohlem is linearized assuming that the structure 
attained the nearly critical state, therefore the change resulting in the critical 
state can be determined by the second-order (although linear) theory. Cor-
rectness of this supposition can bc checked ulteriorly. In the negative case the 
computation has to be continued. 
Thc effect on the structure is of the form 
q' I.q 
t' pt 
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where q is the basic load, and t the basic thermal strains. These are completely 
fixed, scalar parameters being J. and fi, respectively. Parameter value changing 
from one instant to the other determines the actual load. In the former, pre-
critical state of the structure let J.eq, f/et, ue and Se be vectors of loads, initial 
strains, nodal displacements and stresses, respectively, all being known to us. 
Critical state may occur by a small step, the foul' quantities changing by 
J;.q , J,[(t, Ju, .::Js 
respectively. In this state, however, the structure has further - infinitesimally 
near - equilibrium forms, described, with respect to the former ones, by 
load and initial strain differential 
displacement differential 
stress differential 
o 
du, and 
ds (Fig. I). 
unloaded form I ' r -t-'7 " I 
/ 
~ I U (small or large 
" ! displacement) form pre'jious to J
stability less / ;/ "--- "" ''''~ rLlu 
cri ti c a I for m // /,' "''' . =So id u 
/ . --- ----- . ""~ L/'-~~ ~~~"---.". 
/~. -~~ 
. "buckled" form L 
Fig. 1 
Thus, the infinitesimal change in the critical state is characterized hy the 
fact that stress changes entraining differential displacements constitnte a self-
equilihrating force system. 
The internal forces s constitute a balancing force G*s on the network 
of geometry matrix G, therefore in critical state 
o. (5) 
However 
G7~r ds = G; ds ..1G* ds , 
therefore 
.dG* ds (6) 
The first term stands for those balancing effects which could be developed 
by the differentials of internal forces in the pre-critical form. These are ex-
pressed by the stiffness matrix assigned to the appropriate form: 
G~ds = (7) 
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The second two terms rcpresent the forces due to network changes, so 
both can he wTitten bv means of the tensor of the second-order stiffness matrix: 
IG* as = f:e as . Ju = :te Ju . as ; (8) 
similarly 
(9) 
This appToxillHl"tion is necpssary to kepp the prohlem linear. Replacing 
terms (7), (8) and (9) into Eq. (6): 
dl! . Iu . cls '2 c s;,,.· elu = O • (10) 
To 'write the eigenvalue prohh.'lTI in the usual form, the second two terms 
of the equation are also \\Tittcll in form corresponding to K duo 
Taking into account that 
(11) 
further, according to the compatibility equatiGll of tlw second-order theory 
ds -F-l G* du. (12) 
Besides, according to relationships (4), 111 case of effeets characterized hv 
scalar paramcters 
Ju 
(13) 
..:is 
where 
...'11. jll = /lhr -- /lc 
Hq and Sq; Ut and St are displacement and internal force vectors calculahle 
from the hasic load and fl'om the hasic initial strain, respectively, delivered 
either hy the force method, hy thc displacemcnt method or hy their combi-
nation, while the network corresponds to the pre-critical state of index e, 
rather than to the unloaded condtioll. 
Suhstituting (11), (12) and (li3) into (10), and arranging, the foIlo'wing 
two-parameter eigenvalue problem results: 
here 
(A - I' kr B - filer C)au = 0 
B = :te U q F -1 G* - :te Sq 
C = :te Ut F -1 G* - :te Sf 
A 
(14) 
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In practice, the problem can only be solved by fixing first one, and then 
the other parameter. Solutions of the one-parameter prohlems yield sets of 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
4.. One- and multi-parameter prohlems 
If the structure is suhjected to loads alone, then the eigenyalue problem is 
(A !·!:r B) du 0 where A= -Kc '2 . --cSe - I'e B . (IS) 
If only initial strain load OCClUS: 
- Pl:r C) du = 0 where A - - - Pe C . (16) 
Applying the standard displacement method to compute u q, Sq' Ut and St 
and indicating the solution of the equation hy the inverse of the coefficient 
matrix, the response due to loads in yiew of the stability: 
.:1u .:11.(K D)-l c q 
(Ks,c and Kc heing the hypermatrix assemhled of the stiffness matrices of the 
structural elements, and the stiffness matrix of the complete structure in the 
pre-critical state, resp.) thus: 
B - '2 (K- - D)-l . K- G - '2 K G (K - D)-l 
- ~e e q S,c q • '-c s.e , e q. (17) 
The introductory references deduce the eigenyalue problem hy means of 
the above computing method. In fact, (IS) and (17) occur in them. Response 
due to initial strain in view of stahility loss: 
.du = -.d,u(K - D);;-l G; Ks,e t 
and 
where 
the nodal force system due to initial strain appearing III the equilihrium 
equation, called thermal load. 
If there is stability loss even in case of small displacements, the formulae 
feature 
o and ,lie o and Se = 0 . 
8 Per. Po!. Civil 18/1- ~ 
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The critical values }'k and Pk representing the solution of the one-param-
eter problem depend on the parameter of the selected pre-critical state: 
For a correct solution, the difference between the two states is negligible, 
The graph of the resulting non-linear equation is shown in Fig. 2. For a 
correct solution the computation has to be repeated at least twice, except for 
small displacements where an immediate result is obtained, because }'e = O. 
f (Ae) 
i 
f----i-+----..::o ___ ,-lkr '=' f(J.. } e. 
Fig. 2 
The eigcnvalue problem can easily be generalized for the case of an 
arbitrary number of effect parameters, i.e. for loads consisting of the complex 
of a multi-parameter load system and a multi-parameter initial strain system, 
characterized by vectors 1: ;'iq; and 1: ,Lljtj, respectively. The one- or multi-
i j 
parameter character of the load occurred in the deduction only 'when determin-
ing vectors Liu and Lis, these being, however, given by the linear theory. 
Therefore the principle of superposition is valid, and so the eigenvalue problem 
for the general case can be written directly, without repeating the deduction: 
where 
(A - 1: }'i. ler Bi - 1: Pj,kr Cj)du = 0 
i j 
(19) 
A=-Ke 
formulae for Bi and Cj being interpreted according to item 3. 
Of course, this case can also be analyzed by a set of one-parameter 
problems. 
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5. Outliues of computerization 
Based ou this theory, algorithm and program of the general stability 
analysis of bar structures have been developed at the Department of Civil 
Engineering Mechanics of the Technical University, Budapest, for an ODRA.-
1204 computer. 
In its actual form, the program suits for planar bar structures ,,,-ith a 
general lay-out consisting of straight bars of constant cross-section. Nodes 
may be either rigid or hinged. They may be subject to arbitrary forces or 
couples of any direction. The bars may be subject to four different effects: 
1. concentrated force perpendicular to the bar axis; 
2. linearly varying distributed load perpendicular to the bar axis; 
3. even temperature change; 
4. uneven temperature change. 
Structure of the program is seen on the flow chart of the main stages of 
computation. 
6. Examples 
The framework seen in Fig. 3 is subject to two concentrated forces. Stiffness data of 
the bars arc identical (EA = 3.6 . 105 :i\Ip. EJ = 4.8 . 103 m2:i\lp). 
Determining matrices in (15) at parameter J'e = 0 and solving the eigenvalue problem, 
we obtain J'kr = 116.98. The eigem'ector yielding the affin presentation of the buckling mode is: 
1
0.687761 0.00143 
0.02893 
0.68903 
0.06307 
0.21773 . 
Temperature of the unloaded structure in Fig. 4 is 20c C. Let us test the strueture at 
an inside temperature deereased to sce. 
r 3Mp 
-t yV [2] 2 
2 Hp --L-1 
I 2 
ill I 
3 
]m 
/ 
i I, 2m .l l 1 1 1 
Fig. 3 
8* 
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Fig .. f. 
The bars are of T cross section (EA 1.8· 10' Jlp, El 1.2· 10" m"Jlp). The effect 
of the change of temperature is composed of two parts. The structure is cooled to the tempera-
ture of the neutral axis, on the other hand it is subjected to a temperature gradient of 15 c C 
(Fig. 5). 
Solving the eigenvalue problem starting from fie = 0 a value PI:r = 119.09 is obtained, 
the eigenvector being: 
du = r 0.4
04521 0.0126::\ 0.22569 
a.H088 
-0.'12780 
~ 0.63866 . 
In the presented examples actually no expressed critical load occurs, the 
structure fails by gradual but immense deformation. In sueh a case the function 
!(}.e) in Fig. 2 does not intersect the straight hr = Ae, but approaches it 
asymptotically. Thus, the obtained critical parameters are only informative. 
The ohtained buckling mode shows ,,-here it is most economical to strengthen 
he structure if necessary. 
t 
1.0 c Ff\ 
s 
l10 t 
1 1 
~ocm \ 
-r----------\ \ 
i 20 cm I 
li ILlt=isoc 
-----y- 50 C -F-f 
Fig. 5 
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St::CO~D-ORDER T,-!EORY 
~P\JT 
Topolo.;y, node:.! co-ordinates, strength charac-
teristics 
I~lltiol. stresses 
>Jodal displacernents by sol',in,:,s the ba.nd mntrix 
equ.ation system (GausSLCll. :T1ethod) 0-\ L-__________________ -, __________________ __ 
CYcle fOl~ bars: 
Inte!·nc:J. stresses according to second-order theory 
I OUTPl';T I 
:--.JodcJ. displc~cements c~ccording to 2econd-ot·det~ theor\// 
Intc:n1<....J ~stresses Ctccordin; to second-ot"der theOl-Y I 
Summary 
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Generalized eigenyalue problem of the stability analysis of systems with several degrees 
of freedom is described. The system is assumed to be perfectly elastic and capable of either 
small or great displacements. Deformations are small. Responses may be due either to loads 
or 10 thermal stresses. This theory has been applied to dcyelop a program written in ALGOL 
for an ODRA-1204· computer. Flow chart of the program and short numerical examples 
are presented. . 
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GEN~R-"'>L FLOW c;-LA.RT ACCO=iNG TO THE 
THIRD-ORDER THEORY 
iNPUT 
Topolog:)r, actual nodal co-ordin6.tes, strength 
characteristics 
~odal loads 
~.:\.ctual internal fo!"ces 
Permissible erro!· of third-order LY)eoI~y computation 
step in second-order L~eoryr 
Use of !!Ga:.J.ssian proceddre'! 
NPUT 
Stiffness matrix of the stnJ.r::tur8} furtll.er in the 
first caSE, vector of the nod31 loads) t:jen vector 
of load er:-or 
In the first case nodE'!.l displacement -.:ector 
o i"';T PUT / 
corresponding to nodal loads, Ll-Jen nodul dis- . 
placement vecto~~ correspondi;l~ to ~he lOCtd 
,---e,-_ror '_-ector ____ . 
yes 
case? 
no 
lVlodify nodo.l di.splacer~lents c:\" res:....tlt 
frorn tl~;e errot" "\.'ectar 
in second-order theory 
?vIodify nodal co-ordina.tes ;.tccordin:; to :lodcti 
displacenlent 
no 
Nodal displacer.1ents according to t.h.ird-
order tllf?Ory 
Internul str-esses accordin~ to third-orcier theory 
).1odified nodal ::o-ordt;latcs 
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GENER."J:., FLOW CH.-"I.RT OF STABILITY 
A'l."J:.,YSIS 
I 
Topology, nodal co-ordinates, strength 
Loads of the bcxs, nodcl loads 
Load paran1eter interval, ultimate value 
characteristics / 
Reduction of bar loads to bar ends and fittin.; into 
the nodal load vector 
Cycle for load paraJneter 
Use of·ntll.ird-orcier 't11.e0rYt procedure 
Matrices g and ~ defining the stabilit)'~ problem 
Eiger1"-.-alue problem soi;.:ed 
/ OUTPUT 
Value of a point on graph f(/!e) 
Buckling mode 
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